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   Nigeria’s Equity Market  
The new administration has embarked on vital reforms aimed at recti-
fying macroeconomic imbalances. This unique moment presents an 
opportunity to positively impact millions of Nigerians' lives while 
laying a strong foundation for sustainable, inclusive growth. Notably, 
removing the petrol subsidy, a contentious and costly policy draining 
the country's revenue, and FX management reforms are essential 
steps to rebuild fiscal capacity and restore macroeconomic stability. 
Seizing this opportunity opens the door to additional necessary policy 
reforms. While removing the petrol subsidy has resulted in a signifi-
cant rise in petrol prices, contributing to inflation, poverty, and job 
losses, it has also created fiscal room for the government to invest in 
human capital development and alleviate its debt burden.  
Nigerian equity market investors have been unfazed by economic 
uncertainty, political fragility, and heightened business risks as they 
lay far deeper roots in the local bourse, with market re-
turns spiralling from 14.8% in September 2022 to 29.65% year-to-date 
(YTD) by the end of September 2023. With a new market-friendly 
President in power, despite the haze of controversy around his elec-
tion, local investors have kept to their long or buy decisions with 
three sectors in the spotlight: banking and finance, fast-moving con-
sumer goods (FMCGs) and telecoms. The rise in the market valuation 
of companies listed in these sectors of the Nigerian Exchange Lim-
ited’s (NGX’s) premium and main boards has given nominal yields an 
inflation-adjusted return superior to that of many emerging markets. 
Considering Nigeria’s recent August 2023 headline inflation of 25.80%, 
investors with a stock basket reflecting the relative distribution of 
equities on the NGX should expect to be at least 3.85% ahead of local 
inflation. However, with the average annual inflation rate likely to 
settle at 21% in 2023, equity market investors with broad portfolios 
skewed towards banks, telcos, and FMCGs could see their portfolio 
returns ahead of inflation by as much as 7.5% (easily amongst top 
ranking global inflation-adjusted investment rewards for 2023). 
The NGX has seen investors pivot towards the equity market by mov-
ing out of their previous fixed-income market (bonds and bills) com-
fort zones. Institutional investors have revised their portfolios to re-
duce their heavy bias towards government instruments. Pension fund 
managers have also pulled back from the risky commercial paper 
market to add more equity to their asset baskets as they attempt to 
discover the optimal balance between market risk and reward. Fiscal 
opportunities abound in Nigeria’s feisty equity market as listing sever-
al public assets on the local bourse would improve fiscal liquidity but, 
more importantly, support greater transparency in public sector asset 
management and improve accountability and corporate governance. 
The government must work fast and hard to create and manage a 
public sector asset registry and provide investors an opportunity for 
‘tire-kicking ’ areas of potential collaboration through appraising pub-
lic sector ‘deal sheets’ where the government lists bankable projects 
and provides summaries of the conditions of moribund but revivable 
assets and conditions around their partial or full acquisition. The Pres-
idency must roll up its sleeves and break a sweat as it digs into the 
hard work of using the Nigerian equity market to raise local and for-
eign capital. In the general scheme of things, life rewards the hardest 
worker, the smartest thinker, and the intelligent administrator. hard 
work goes only so far, but smart execution separates winners from 
losers.   
 Capital Market Summary .   

Analysis of the market activity in the week ended October 06, 

2023 shows that the Nigerian equity market end the week on a 

bullish note.   The NGX All Share Index and market capitalization 

of listed equities appreciated by 0.11% and 0.49% from the open-

ing figures of 66,382.14 and N36,330  trillion to close at 66,454.57 

and N36,510 trillion respectively. Its year to date (YTD) return 

stands at +29.66%.  
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MACROECONOMIC INDICATORS 

ALL SHARE INDEX & MKT. CAP 

PERFORMANCE OF  THE NSE  INDICES 
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GDP Growth Rate +2.51% June 30, 2023 

Un-employment Rate 4.10% March 31, 2023 

Broad Money Supply (M2) N54,191,661.32 March  , 2023 

Money Supply (M1) N21,352,527.87 March , 2023 

Consumer Price Index (YOY) 25.80% August,  2023 

Monetary Policy Rate (MPR) 18.75% July,  2023 

Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR) 32.50% July , 2023 

Nigeria’s Bonny Light Crude Oil US$93.26/Bar October 06,  2023 

Nigeria’s Gross External Re-

serves 

US$33.23bn October 06, 2023 
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Domestic Market Review 

OUTLOOK AND STOCK RECOMMENDATION FOR THE WEEK 09/10/23-13/10/2023) 

The NGX ASI, opened the week's trading at 66,382.14 index points and closed higher at 

66,454.57 points, registering a gain of +0.11% for the week while market capitalization also 

appreciated by +0.49% to close at N36.51trn. The year-to-date (YTD) returns rose 

to +29.66% from +29.52% in the previous week. The OTC market was all green at the close of 

trading. The unlisted OTC equity market NSI posted a gain of 0.48%, while the volume and 

value traded gained much more significantly to put the market capitalization at 

N1.11trn.   We expect the market to sustain the gain during the week due to expectation of 

impressive Q3 results .  We will continue to advise investors to trade only on fundamentally 

justified stocks as the weak macro economic environment remains a significant challenge for 

listed companies. In the light of the above we recommend the underlisted stocks for pur-

chase during the week. DANGOTE CEMENT, NEM INSURANCE, TRANSCORP, UBA PLC, MTNN 

PLC., FBNH, UCAP, ZENITH, ACCESS PLC, WAPCO PLC , DANGOTE SUGAR, AND FCMB PLC, See 

the table below. 
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Domestic Market Review 

GAINERS FOR THE WEEK 

Forty stocks appreciated in price dur-

ing the week, as against Twenty five  

in preceding week. The top ten price 

gainers during the week were: 

LOSERS FOR THE WEEK 

Thirty six stocks depreciated in price 

during the week as against Forty seven 

in the preceding week. The top ten 

price losers during the week were: 

EXCHANGE TRADED PRODUCTS (ETP) 

A total of 898,301 units of Exchange 

Traded Products valued at 

N25,894,531.83 in 107 deals were 

traded during the week compared 

with 19,020 units of Exchange Traded 

Products valued at N2,007 million 

traded last week in 91 deals.   

BOND MARKET 

A total of 46,199 units of FGN Bond 

valued at N46,063,727.84 in 23deals 

were traded during the week com-

pared with 80,687 units of FGN Bond 

valued at N82,919 million traded last 

week in 15 deals  
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  Curr. Week Previous 

week 

% Change 

Volume 2,410 M 1,339 M      79.99 
Value N= N22,115 B N17,916 B         23.44 

Total Gain 40 25 60.00 

Total Loss 36 47 23.40 

Deals 27,965 27,874             0.33 

All Share Index 66,454.57 66,382.14 0.11 

Market Cap. N=36,510 

Trillion 

N=36,330 

Trillion 

             0.49 
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The Equity Portfolio Model which closed the previous week at 42.32% depreciated   

during the week, and closed the week at 37.16% (YTD). This can be compared 

with NGX All Share Index which closed at 29.52% in the previous week, appreciat-

ed slightly during the week and closed  at +29.66% {YTD}. The EPM depreciated 

during the week under review and but still out-performed the All Share Index of 

the market. Some of the stocks that contributed positively are DANGOTE SUGAR, 

GTCO, VITAFOAM, and  UCAP PLC, Investors are thereby advised to take into con-

sideration selection of stocks in diversified sectors to minimize risk, good dividend 

paying stocks and strong fundamentals to enhance the value of the portfolio.  Key. 

Tcost means total cost of the transactions including charges (market price*units 

plus charges). Unit cost is total cost per unit of the stocks. B-E Price is break-even 

price i.e the price the portfolio will not record any gain or loss. Target price is the 

price we want to sell.   
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MARKET DEVELOPMENTS (LAST WEEK ) 

VFD Group Plc Lists on Nigerian Exchange,  
VFD Group Plc, a sector-agnostic proprietary investment company, is pleased to announce its listing on the Main Board of Nigerian Exchange Limited (NGX), 
the sustainable Exchange championing Africa's growth. On Friday, October 6, 2023, the official listing was celebrated with a Closing Gong ceremony and a 
Fact Behind the Listing Presentation, marking a key milestone in the company's history. The listing of VFD Group’s shares has added over N45bn to the 
market capitalization of NGX, further boosting liquidity in the Nigerian capital market and providing opportunities for wealth creation. VFD Group is a pro-
prietary investment company that builds positive and socially conscious ecosystems by aggregating potentially viable businesses to create innovative prod-
ucts and solutions accessible to the everyday Nigerian citizen and entrepreneur. This listing on NGX is a strategic move to increase VFD Group’s visibility, 
enhance its access to capital, and improve its liquidity, ultimately benefiting its valued investors and stakeholders. Olatunde Busari SAN, Chairman of VFD 
Group, stated proudly, "We are excited to join the distinguished ranks of companies listed on the Exchange, and we are confident that this step will provide 
us with the resources we need to continue our growth trajectory and serve our shareholders even better."  Nonso Okpala, Group Managing Director/CEO of 
VFD Group Plc, expressed his excitement about the listing, saying, "This is a momentous occasion for VFD Group. Our journey from a boutique investment 
firm to a publicly traded company on the Nigerian Exchange reflects our entire team's dedication and hard work. We are excited about this new chapter 
and its opportunities to strengthen our market position further." "We will continue to work toward our strategic goal of creating Africa's first diverse busi-
ness ecosystem. Compared to where we started, what we set out to achieve, and economic realities, the Group's performance has been outstanding on all 
fronts. Our focus on business expansion has yielded results, particularly in sectors other than financial services, and we have significantly increased our 
balance sheet." He continued. Temi Popoola, CEO of NGX, stated, “We warmly welcome VFD Group as it joins our prestigious market. The decision to list on 
NGX promises to augment VFD Group's liquidity and strategically positions it to attract investments from the global arena. Additionally, this move is poised 
to elevate the organization's market value while advancing transparency and corporate accountability.   

MUTUAL FUNDS 
A mutual fund is a collection of stocks and/or bonds. Mutual fund can be a company that brings together a group of people 
and invests their money in stocks, bonds, and other securities. Each investor owns shares, which represent a portion of the 
holdings of the fund. An Investor can make money from a mutual fund in three ways: 1) Income is earned from dividends 
on stocks and interest on bonds. A fund pays out nearly all of the income it receives over the year to fund owners in the 
form of a distribution. 2) If the fund sells securities that have increased in price, the fund has a capital gain. Most funds also 
pass on these gains to investors in a distribution. 3) If fund holdings increase in price but are not sold by the fund manager, 
the fund's shares increase in price. You can then sell your mutual fund shares for a profit. Funds will also usually give you a 
choice either to receive a cheque for distributions or to reinvest the earnings and get more shares. 
Advantages of Mutual Funds • Professional Management - The primary advantage of funds is the professional manage-
ment of your money. Investors purchase funds because they do not have the time or the expertise to manage their own 
portfolios. A mutual fund is a relatively inexpensive way for a small investor to get a full-time manager to make and moni-
tor investments. • Diversification - By owning shares in a mutual fund instead of owning individual stocks or bonds, your 
risk is spread out. The idea behind diversification is to invest in a large number of assets so that a loss in any particular in-
vestment is minimized by gains in others. In other words, the more stocks and bonds you own, the less any one of them 
can hurt you. Large mutual funds typically own hundreds of different stocks in many different industries. It wouldn't be 
possible for an investor to build this kind of a portfolio with a small amount of money. • Economies of Scale - Because a 
mutual fund buys and sells large amounts of securities at a time, its transaction costs are lower than what an individual 
would pay for securities transactions. • Liquidity - Just like an individual stock, a mutual fund allows you to request that 
your shares be converted into cash at any time. • Simplicity - Buying a mutual fund is easy! Pretty well any bank has its 
own line of mutual funds, and the minimum investment is small. Most companies also have automatic purchase plans 
whereby as little as N100 can be invested on a monthly basis. 
Disadvantages of Mutual Funds • Professional Management - Many investors debate whether or not the professionals are 
any better than you or I at picking stocks. Management is by no means infallible, and, even if the fund loses money, the 
manager still gets paid. • Costs - Creating, distributing, and running a mutual fund is an expensive proposition. Everything 
from the manager’s salary to the investors’ statements cost money. Those expenses are passed on to the investors.  
• Dilution - It's possible to have too much diversification. Because funds have small holdings in so many different compa-
nies, high returns from a few investments often don't make much difference on the overall return. Dilution is also the re-
sult of a successful fund getting too big. When money pours into funds that have had strong success, the manager often 
has trouble finding a good investment for all the new money. • Taxes - When a fund manager sells a security, a capital-
gains tax is triggered. Investors who are concerned about the impact of taxes need to keep those concerns in mind when 
investing in mutual funds. Taxes can be mitigated by investing in tax-sensitive funds or by holding non-tax sensitive mutual 
fund in a tax-deferred accounts. To continue next week. 
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Money Market.   

Money market rates remained around single dig-

its as system liquidity stayed buoyant. This week, 

the Open Repo Rate (OPR) and Overnight 

Rate dropped to 1.00bps and 1.70bps, respective-

ly.  

Treasury Bills.   

The robust system liquidity drove participation at 

the NTB auction held on September 27, 2023. The 

total subscription was N786.79bn spread across 

the three papers, higher than the N177.12bn 

offered by CBN. Due to excess demand, stop rates 

dropped to 4.99%, 6.55% and 11.37% for 91-day, 

182-day and 364-day tenors, respectively. Eventu-

ally, the DMO sold precisely the amount offered 

with a spread of N1.75bn for 91-day, N1.56bn for 

182-day and N173.81bn for 364-day.  

Foreign Currency (EXCHANGE RATE).  

The Naira reversed the previous week's loss, gain-

ing 178bps to close at N741.85/US$1 at the official 

window this week. 

OIL PRICE.  

The Nigeria’s oil price (WTI) depreciated during 

the week under review. According to the 

latest data,   the oil price closed at $81.77 

per barrel during the week, compared with 

$91.23 recorded in the previous week . 
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Disclaimer 

This report was prepared, issued and approved by Regency Assets Management Limited (RAML). The report is based on infor-

mation from various sources that we believe are reliable. While due care has been taken in preparing it, investors are reminded that the 

stock prices fluctuate based on stock market forces.  

This report is provided solely for the information of clients of RAML who are expected to make their own investment decisions. 

Regency Assets Management Limited accepts neither responsibility nor liability whatsoever for any loss arising from the use of this report. All 

opinions on this report constitute the authors best estimate judgment as of this date and are subject to change without notice 

This report is for private circulation only. The report may not be reproduced distributed or published by any recipient for any 
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   Source: Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) 
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NIGERIAN INTER BANK OFFER RATE NIBOR 

MONEY MARKET RATES 
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TREASURY BILLS RATES 

NTB AUCTION SEPT. 27, 2023 


